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ABSTRACT
We show explicitly that the two recently proposed actions for the
type IIB superstring propagating on AdS5  S5 agree completely.
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In the last period there has been quite a lot of activity in nding the GS
action for a type IIB string propagating on AdS5  S5, this has resulted in two
proposals which are apparently dierent.
It is purpose of this letter to show that they are exactly the same thus
clarifying some doubts.












ϑyN eσp∂αθN − ∂αϑyN eσpθN ∂βxq + ie4 (ϑyM eσq∂βθM − ∂βϑyM eσqθM



















hp−g gαβy2 ∂αxp + 2i bϑΓp∂αbθ∂βxp + 2i bϑΓp∂βbθ + 1y2 ∂αyt∂βyt
+4iαβ ∂αyt
bϑΓt∂βbθi (2)
Let us now specify the notations and spell out the dierences of the two actions.
The rst thing to notice and the most trivial is that the rst one uses a mostly
minus metric while the second one uses a mostly plus metric. Second the indeces
run as follows p, q, . . . = 0, . . . , 3, i, j, . . . = 5, . . . , 9 , t, u, . . . = 4, . . . , 9 because




coordinates on S5 while the second one uses cartesian coordinates fxp, ytg. But
the most striking dierence is in the fermionic sector: the fermionic coordinates
in ( 1) θN are a set of N = 4 Weyl spinor in D = 4 (or that is the same half a
spinor in D = 5 : this is the eect of xing the κ symmetry on AdS5j4 ) while
the ones used in (6)
bθ are a Majorana -Weyl spinor in D = 10 . In addition
















In order to compare the two actions we need the explicit form of these Killing
spinors; this is not too hard to obtain with the help of the ansatz
ηN =
(
a(z2) + b(z2) ziτi

N
















We use the following 10D Γ representation in terms of the AdS5 γa matrices and of the
corresponding S5  i matrices
Γba = γa ⊗ 14 ⊗ 1 ; 14 ⊗  i ⊗ (−2)}
with ba;b; : : : = 0 : : : 9 , a; b; : : : = 0 : : : 4 and i; j; : : : = 5 : : : 9.
And we write the 10D charge conjugation as
bC = C ⊗ C5 ⊗ 2
where C , C5 are the AdS5 and S5 charge conjugation matrices.



















with p; q; : : : = 0 : : : 3, p = f12;−1;−2;−3g and ep = f12; 1; 2; 3g
and the following 5D 
5 = iγ0 6,...,9 = γ1,...,4 C5 = C
3
Our conventions for the S5 coset manifold with the Killing induced metric, i.e. negative
denite, are

















M = δMN in order to satisfy the normalisation condition η
y
Mη
N = δNM ;
we can therefore choose the normalisation Nα = δNα (α is the 4D spinor index).












ϑyN eσp∂αθN − ∂αϑyN eσpθN ∂βxq + ie4 (ϑyM eσq∂βθM − ∂βϑyM eσqθM



























M − dθTNσ2dθM T NC−15 τiM
i
The comparison between the two bosonic kinetic terms and the two WZ terms

















We are left with the task of making a 10D Majorana-Weyl spinor bθ out of 4
4D Weyl spinors θN and 4 constant 5D spinors N . To this purpose we notice
that with our conventions the following 10D spinor is Majorana-Weyl for all the













We can now compute all the relevant two fermions currents MW 1ΓbaMW 2
using the explicit expression for N explictly:
MW 1ΓpMW 2 = α
yN
1 eσpαN 2 − αyN2 eσpαN 1








M − i αTN 1σ2αM 2 T NC−15 M
MW 1ΓiMW 2 = −i αyN1 σ2αM2 yNτ iC5M − i αTN 1σ2αM 2 T NC−15 τ iM

































p + 2ie bϑΓp∂αbθ ∂βxp + 2ie bϑΓp∂β bθ + 1e2 y2 ∂αyt∂βyti
−4 ieyt dbϑΓtdbθ
which coincides with (6) exactly after performing an integration by part of the
WZ term, thus proving the exact equivalence of the two proposed actions (at
least on a word sheet without holes).
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